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9. Kuwait and Qatar
10. Isreel
11. Turkey, Lebanon, Cyprus
12. All other








19. Union of South Africa
20. All other
21. . Oceania, all other









































































*Obtained by estimating each country' s national income in its own currency,
then converting to U. S. dollars ordinarily by use of the foreign exchango ratG,
Where no single meaningful exchange rate could be found, or where because of in=
flation or other reason the exchange rate was markedly unrepresentative of the
purchasing power of the currency in international exchange, an estimated rate
of exchange was used.
**Derived from columns 2 and 3,
***Watkins! estimate for China is $50 per capita. I have revised this to
$60 per capita, and have revised the data for China's aggregate national income





















A. Kuwait and Qatar
B. United States
C. Canada












L Africa other (19, 20)
H. Oceania other (21)
N. Sum of J - M
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Note: numbers in parentheses refer to lines in Table 1.
(7)% of
U. S.
126.7
100:0
69. 1
48.7
35.1
22.1
13.7
12.2
10.3
6,7
3.1
3.6
3.9
2.6
3.7
10.4
